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INFLUENCE OF FACTOR VARIATION ON SIZE OF AN OPTIMUM LEVEL OF 
MAINTENANCE SERVICE

In clause the imitating statistical model as model of refusals of served elements on the basis of DN-

with constant periodicity of the control. By results of the lead researches the general reason that the less size 
of factor variation of a casual operating time to refusal of served elements, the great should be optimum val-
ue of a level of maintenance service proves to be true.
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Introduction. The choice of an optimum level 

of maintenance service (MS) iu should depend on 

statistical properties of the defining parameter of i-th
element. It is obvious, that the main characteristic on 

which the choice of optimum value iu depends, 

the factor of a variation of the defining parameter 

iu
is. The less size

iu
, the great should be opti-

mum value iu . Is complex enough problems of op-

timization which cannot be solved by standard exact 
methods of optimization. The main reasons of it are 
such features of these problems:

- for criterion functions analytical expressions 
are unknown, their values can be received only as a 
result of statistical modeling. Therefore the elemen-
tary can be applied to reception of the decision only 
methods of search extremums;

- required optimized parameters have complex 

structure (set E , a vectorU ), that creates insu-

perable difficulties at attempt to search for exact de-
cisions.

Therefore probably only the approached deci-
sion of the given problems. 

The general problem at the decision of prob-

c-

tor of levels MS U . The essence of this problem is 

analyzed in given clause. 

Basic part. In the developed imitating statisti-
cal model (ISM) as model of refusals of served ele-
ments DN-distribution is used. Feature of DN-
distribution is that the factor variation of distribution 

i is equal to factor of a variation iu of the defin-

ing parameter of an element which refusals generate 
the given DN-distribution [1, 2, 3]. This fact essen-
tially simplifies research of properties of optimum 

levels MS iu . We investigate, as optimum value 

iu depends on factor of a variation of served ele-

ments i on the average. Research we shall make in 

a mode of modeling MSC with constant periodicity 
of the control. For all served elements we shall set 
identical values of factor variations of an operating 

time to refusal i , and to define the same opti-

mum value uu i . Optimum value iu we 

shall define by criterion

min),,(:
u

TuEcu ,          (1)

where parameters E also T are fixed. 

The set E is the characteristic of object, pa-

rameter T we shall vary in some range.

The special software (SW) is developed for car-
rying out of research, allowing to receive depend-

ence of a parameter ),,( TuEc on parameters 

interesting us. Results of calculations turn out in the 
form of corresponding schedules.

Research we shall lead on an example of test 
object Test-1. In a database (DB) for object Test-1 
we shall consistently set various values of factor of a 
variation of distribution of an operating time to 
refusal of constructive elements of the bottom level. 
Then at each value we shall make calculations 
with the purpose of definition of optimum value of a 

level MS u by criterion (1). 

Variation u we shall make in a range 

[0,1; 0,96] with an interval 0,02. Calculations we 

shall make provided that set E = {132, 12, 11111}, 

for three values of periodicity of the control
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Figure 1 - Schedules of dependence c on a level MS u at various values i

(object Test-1, T = 1000 h)

T : 500 h, 1000 h and 1500 h.

On fig. 1 schedules of dependence specific cost 

of operation ),,( TuEc from u are shown at 

T = 1000 h for three values of factor of a variation 

: 0,1; 0,5; 1,0.
Under schedules it is visible, that at increase in 

factor of a variation optimum value of a level MS 

u is displaced in area of smaller values. 

Schedules fig. 1 are resulted only for an illustra-
tion of a kind of received results. On set of all results 
of calculations for object Test-1, received in the giv-
en research, the schedules shown on fig. 2 and have 
been constructed. Similar schedules have been re-
ceived and for other test objects. As a whole their 
character similar to schedules for object Test-1. On 
fig. 2 for an example the same schedules for object 
Test-4 are resulted.
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              a) object Test-1                                                b) object Test-4

Figure 2 - Schedules of dependence optimums level MS u from size of factor variation i at vari-

ous values of periodicity of the control T

Conclusions. As a whole by results of carried 
out brief research it is possible to draw such conclu-
sions:

1) The general reason that the less size of fac-
tor of a variation of a casual operating time to re-
fusal of served elements, the great should be opti-

mum value of a level MS u ;

2) As for served elements the size of factor of 

a variation i , as a rule, is much less 1 (see table 

1), optimum levels MS iu for various elements 

should be defined separately;

Table 1 - Generalized estimations of factors  variation of various physical processes

Kind of process deg-
radations

Factor of variation 
process of destruc-
tion

The name of the elements, exposed to destruction

Weariness (multicy-
clic)

0,40 1,00
Case details, bearings rolls, shaft, axes, springs, rods, 
bolts, etc.

Deterioration (me-
chanics-chemical)

0,20 0,50 Bearings of sliding, shaft, axes directing, plugs, etc.

Ageing 0,40 1,00
Elements and details from metals, polymers, rubber 
technical products, condensation, semiconductors, etc.

Electric (electroliz, 
migration of charges,
electrodiffusion)

0,70 1,50
Semi-conductor devices, integrated schemes, conden-
sers and other products of electronic technics.

The choice of numerical value of factor varia-
tion from the specified range in each concrete case 
can be carried out in view of following general rea-
sons: the more on the average the attitude of loading 
to a limit of endurance (durability), the is less factor 
of a variation and on the contrary, that is, the factor 

of loadings there is less, the factor of a variation is 
more.

1) If factors of a variation operating time to re-
fusal of served elements are close to 1, an optimum 

level MS for them is value iu = 0,5. 
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